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Stronghold
by Kehsa Bakunin
A parable of determinism and religious oppression, Stronghold was banned in its country of origin. It took Bakunin five years to rewrite Stronghold in English.

978-0-5785-9411-8 • Paper, $13.00; 978-0-5786-2434-1 • eBook, $9.99
Available on Amazon, Indiebound, Barnes & Noble, and Book Depository.

Author's website: www.kehsabakunin.com

Indiebound

Dutybound
by Mark Aaron Alvarez II
Dutybound follows Lucia Sanonn and the Light Wings, an ancient relic of immense power, as they struggle to right the wrongs of Terrence's forgotten past.

978-1953865120 • Hardcover, $21.99 • 578 Pages •Coming-of-Age/Dark/High Fantasy
Available on Amazon and Barnes & Noble.

Author's website: maalvareiz.com

Indiebound

Blurb

Somebody's Watching You
by Robin D'Amato
The absurd tactics of a cult taking hold of a forlorn young couple frame this otherwise simple love story with both droll and human.

978-1-63649-596-5 • Paper, $17.99 • 242 Pages • Fiction

Author's website: robinadamato.com

Powerhouse Books

Tourist of the Soul
by A.J. Fortin
Moving poems that draw on the complex emotions surrounding a loved one with early dementia and other realities, the book is unflinching in its sobering conclusions.

978-1-877460-64-8 • Paper, $14.95 • 185 Pages • Poetry
Available on Amazon.
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Strobe Witherspoon

Of OOF and Outrage Festivals for the Ages
by Strobe Witherspoon
Award-winning novelist and cultural critic interrogates his own profession. It goes terrifically. “Strikingly original.”

978-0-7880-8956-5 • Paper, $12.99 • 262 Pages • Satire/General Fiction/Speculative Fiction/Literary Fiction
Available on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Bookshop.org, and Archway Publishing.

Author’s website: intranet.bloomu.edu/quintyn
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